AIS Electronics for Boaters: About Your Instructor Kit

To support your preparation and instruction of this seminar, your instructor kit has three versions of the PowerPoint presentation. All presentations have the same slides, and all have the same written narration in the notes section. The only difference is the extent to which the presentations include recorded audio narration. This note is to help you select the version to use for preparation and instruction.

- **AIS Electronics full audio.pptx** has recorded narration for most slides. The recorded narration plays automatically as you advance from one slide to the next. You may find listening to this presentation to be especially useful when you are preparing to teach this seminar. You may also use this presentation in your classroom, with adequate amplification, so you can focus more on facilitating class discussion than delivering the recorded content. Slides with recorded narration include a speakerphone icon.

- **AIS Electronics partial audio.pptx** has recorded narration only for the 22 slides that have a video or slide animation. The recorded narration plays automatically. Other slides do not have recorded narration. Slides with recorded narration include a movie icon.

- **AIS Electronics no audio.pptx** is identical to **AIS Electronics partial audio.pptx**, except that there is no recorded narration. The 22 slides with a video or slide animation still have a movie icon, to alert you that the slide visual will transform. (The transformation elapses at the same rate it would if the recorded narrations were audible.)

These three versions are provided for your convenience. Should you wish to manually control which recorded narrations play, use **AIS Electronics full audio.pptx** and adjust the PowerPoint control settings, so the audio plays “on click” rather than automatically. This will allow you to click to play audio or to double-click to advance to the next slide, skipping over the audio. Alternatively, mute the audio on your computer and unmute it for the slides for which you want the audio to be heard.

Slides with review questions present the question and choice of answers. For slides that have recorded audio narration, the audio covers the question only. After your students have had the opportunity to consider the question, click to show the answer. In this seminar, the answer provides additional context that you may wish to discuss with your students.

The Educational Department is interested to hear about your experience using your instructor kit. To provide feedback or ask questions, please use the Contact Us link on the Educational Department home page or contact the chairman of the Boat Systems Committee or Publishing Committee. Thank you.

We hope you and your students will benefit from this seminar and that your experience will make you want to recommend it to others.